


Some make waves. Some make a splash.
And then, there’s the Tsunami.
A twist in the ocean that
rewrites entire landscapes, forever.
Would you rather break new ground,
or cause a quake that shatters all?
Would you rather escape the ordinary,
or rewrite the very way destiny works?

Behold, the showstopper.
The shift of the ages.
The legacy that is born
to be your very signature.

There comes a moment
when the untamed become
the prized ones,
and the unapologetic
become the worshipped.

Would you
rather break norms,

or rethink reality
itself ?

Time vanishes. Space goes extinct.
The ordinary ends. So does the extraordinary.
Change. Transformation. Revolution.
All become mere words.
In front of a glory and a magnificence
that lies far, far beyond them.
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NOW IS IT.NOW IS IT.NOW IS IT.

IS HERE.IS HERE.IS HERE.
Will
you
leap?
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Everyone who interacts with these spaces is 
in for an remarkably luxurious experience and 

will witness a pleasant change from the 
mundane residential spaces. Envogue 1 will 

make a bold lifestyle statement and will set an 
example of what true luxury should look like.

Raw bare-shell homes for you to have a free 
will when you define your life-style 

statement or roughly sketched 4 BHKs for 
all of you who need a little nudge to 

express; Envogue 1 has it both. Expect 
some audaciously designed common 

spaces that mesmerise & inspire the 
punk side of you, and get on board 

only if you wish to live EnVogue.
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Architecture does exactly what 
fashion does to you. It allows you to 
express emotions, culture, trends and 
styles of a particular time and era. 
And when you know this, you know 
what to expect from the most 
unconventional fashion inspired 
homes. Make way for meandering 
lines, sweeping curves, organic 
shapes and rebellious colour palettes. 
For Envogue 1 is all about the Free 
Flowing Form. Be it randomly 
blending dynamic and placid spaces 

or mixing up some patterns and 
experimenting with colours, this is a 
place where inconsistency creates an 
experience that is out of the ordinary. 
The sheer spontaneity and style that 
free flowing form architecture brings, 
is enough to break the norms of how 
people have perceived residences for 
decades. Just a look at it and you will 
know that this is pure raw 
architectural beauty that needs no 
spineless facade.
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Raw bare-shell homes for you to have a 
free will when you define your life-style 
statement or roughly sketched 4 BHKs 
for all of you who need a little nudge to 
express; Envogue 1 has it both. Add to it 
some audaciously designed common 
spaces to mesmerise and inspire the 
punk side of you.
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Master Layout
1. Designer West Entry Gate
2. Designer South Entry Gate
3. Event Lawn
4. Clubhouse
    • Multipurpose Hall
    • Mini home Theatre
    • Terrace Lounge
5. Half Basketball court

6. Badminton court
7. Private Garden
8. Leisure Seating & walkway
9. K2 Wing Amenity
First Floor
    • Crèche
    • Indoor Games Lounge
    • Reading Space

Second Floor
    • Gymnasium
    • Spa & Massage area
    • Co-working Space
10. Infinity Pool
11. Jacuzzi
12. Deck Area

13. Kid’s Pool
14. Sunken Seating
15. Leisure Walkway
16. Gazebo with Elderly 
Seating
17. Toddler’s Play Area
18. Hammock Garden
19. Children’s Play Area
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let time
limit you,
nor space.
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is a portal to 
dimensions 
unmanifest.
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PREMIUM RETAIL SPACES AVANT-GARDE RESIDENCES

PROJECT BYPROJECT BYPROJECT BY

The contents including designs, layouts, amenities, facilities, images displayed/provided, are solely for information purposes and are not intended to constitute a solicitation. It is an 
artistic impression/schematic representation of the project shown and is indicative of the project that can be built. This material does not constitute a contract of any type between 

the developer/promotor/owner and the recipient. Nothing should be construed to be final. Since the project is under evolution, there is a possibility that there may be certain changes 
in the project as represented in promotional material. Every interested buyer is required to verify all the details independently prior to concluding any decision of buying any unit.

The developers are not responsible for the consequences of any action taken by the viewer relying on such information/material. Terms and conditions apply.
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